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We each have our own way of learning, 

we just need to  find the way that works 

best for ourselves!  

 

As such, I’ve decided to create a learning 

rubric instead, so that as an individual, or 

as a family, you can find the tasks which 

are best suited to you.  

 

As always, these are ideas and you do not 

have to do them. They are to give you 

more choice and freedom with your 

learning. You could choose a set, such as 

the practical tasks; you could do them 

all; or you might even be finding a new 

learning path at home.  We all grow  in 

different ways! 

Task Types 



Maths  Ideas  

Use sticks to create your own 

base 10 decimal system, or to 

show your understanding of 

fractions. Or you could use 

chalk and draw it instead! 

Use hula hoops (or something 

else round) and practice splitting 

the inside into different frac-

tions to make them easier to 

compare.  

Try to find different leaves and 

different flowers, how many 

petals can you see, what would 

this be as a fraction? How would 

you write one of these petals as 

a decimal etc.  

Create an animation of how 

division links to sharing and 

how remainders can link to 

decimals!  

T
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k 
1 To multiply and divide decimals 

by 10, 100 and 1000. 

To compare and order fractions 

with different denominators.   

To read and write fractions as 

decimals.  

To complete divisions with dec-

imal remainders.  

Try having a go at this matching 

decimal, fraction and percentage 

game https://

nrich.maths.org/1249 

  

Watch this animation and de-

scribe what you see. Can you 

link it to fractions, decimals and 

percentages? https://

nrich.maths.org/13728 

Play this spiralling decimal game 

with a partner. Take turns to 

mark the decimal numbers out 

to see who wins https://

nrich.maths.org/10326 

Try to tackle these magic matri-

ces and then create your own 

https://nrich.maths.org/5517 

Pick and choose as 

few, or as many tasks 

as you would like! 
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English  Ideas  
Pick and choose as 

few, or as many tasks 

as you would like! 

To begin to recognise how 

commas can change the mean-

ing using pictures.  

To begin to add commas to 

sentences to show different 

meanings.  

To recognise the difference be-

tween essential and non-

essential relative clauses.  

To be able to identify and use 

parenthesis, particularly the use 

of brackets.  

T
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T
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Have a go at this Kahoot quiz 

to test your comma under-

standing here.  

Use Scratch to create your own 

commas game to show how 

commas change meaning, this 

could be multiple choice! 

Choose the sentences that use 

parenthesis for clauses correctly 

here.  

Try to create your own Kahoot 

quiz all about commas and rel-

ative clauses. You could even 

include questions on coordi-

nating conjunctions too!  
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Go on https://

spellingframe.co.uk/ and prac-

tise the spelling games from rule 

62 which will test a variety of 

words from the Y5/6 curriculum  T
as

k 
1 

If you don’t have access to a 

computer, maybe try to create 

your own grammar board 

game. Then, test your family, 

how much do they really know 

about grammar? 

T
as

k 
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https://play.kahoot.it/v2/?quizId=baa02a56-6039-4aff-b53b-2473f93e0740&token=eyJraWQiOiJTZmRDOUNBOHlyT2dhOEVMUWxEODFyWWV2d1NicEE5cWxTb0siLCJ0eXAiOiJhcHBsaWNhdGlvbi9hY2Nlc3Mrand0IiwiYWxnIjoiUlMyNTYifQ.eyJzdWIiOiJjNjFjNTNiMS0yNjg3LTQ5YTItYjVlMy1hMDM0Nzk0ODE2
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted
https://play.kahoot.it/v2/?quizId=47ff30af-d71e-4e1d-a610-3606cf0ae0bf&token=eyJraWQiOiJTZmRDOUNBOHlyT2dhOEVMUWxEODFyWWV2d1NicEE5cWxTb0siLCJ0eXAiOiJhcHBsaWNhdGlvbi9hY2Nlc3Mrand0IiwiYWxnIjoiUlMyNTYifQ.eyJzdWIiOiJjNjFjNTNiMS0yNjg3LTQ5YTItYjVlMy1hMDM0Nzk0ODE2
https://spellingframe.co.uk/
https://spellingframe.co.uk/


Geography  Ideas  

Show your understanding of 

landforms by creating a 3d 

model using a paper plate.  

Using contour lines and help 

from the website here, try turn-

ing your 3d model into a topo-

graphical map! 

Create a topographical map on 

your hand by imagining that 

your knuckles are like moun-

tains! 

Create a paper sculpture to 

show your understanding of 

topography and Art! 

Read the attached map and try 

to plan a journey, taking into 

account the points of a compass 

and the direction of travel. 

Using Minecraft, create your 

own world with some cool 

things to find. Then, see if you 

can turn it into a scavenger hunt 

and direct a friend to find them!  

Using a local map, plan a jour-

ney/bike ride/walk with your 

family and see if you can follow 

your own route! 

Create a lego city and a map for 

a sibling. Can they recreate one 

of your planned journeys 

through your lego city?  

Topography Tasks Map Reading Tasks 

https://www.ducksters.com/science/earth_science/topography.php

